Developmental pattern of NADPH-diaphorase positive neurons in chick optic tectum is sensitive to changes in visual stimulation.
The chick retinotectal system is a suitable model to investigate the mechanisms involved in the establishment of synaptic connections in whose refinement nitric oxide was implicated. The purpose of this work was to describe the developmental pattern of the nitric oxide synthase (NOS)-positive neurons as well as to determine if it is sensitive to changes in visual stimulation. The NADPH-diaphorase histochemical method was used to describe and quantify NOS neurons in normally stimulated and subnormally stimulated chickens. Nine types of NOS neurons were identified; seven of them express NOS until adulthood, while two of them show only a transient expression. The developmental pattern of NOS neurons follows the process of laminar segregation. It can be divided into three phases. The first includes the onset of NOS expression in periventricular neurons and the formation of a deep network of NOS fibers during early development. These neurons do not show any significant change in subnormally stimulated animals. The second phase includes the appearance of two transient NOS populations of bipolar neurons that occupy the intermediate layers during the optic fibers ingrowth. One of them significantly changes in subnormally stimulated chicks. The third phase occurs when the transitory expression of bipolar neurons decreases. It includes NOS expression in six neuronal populations that innervate the superficial retinorecipient layers. Most of these cells suffer plastic changes in subnormally stimulated chicks. The diversity of neuronal types with regard to their morphology, location, and sensitivity to visual stimulation strongly suggests that they serve different functions.